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Abstract: Investigation of the hydro-mechanical effects on gas migration in saturated materials with low permeability is of great theoretical and practical significances in many engineering fields. The conventional two-phase flow (visco-capillary flow) theory, which regards the capillary pressure as the only controlling factor in gas migration processes, is commonly adopted to describe the gas flow in geo-materials. However, for materials with low permeability, the conventional two-phase flow theory cannot properly describe the gas migration. In this work, hydro-mechanical coupled gas injection tests were conducted. The volumetric variation of the liquid for applying the confining pressure in the specimen cell and the gas flow rate were monitored. Test results indicate that gas migration was influenced by the capillary pressure and the mechanical stress simultaneously. The two key parameters of the gas entry pressure $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the gas induced-dilatancy pressure $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ are introduced for description of gas migration with respect to the capillary pressure and the mechanical stress effects, respectively. When the gas injection pressure is smaller than the $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$, the balance between the gas injection pressure and the confining pressure will lead to an intermittent gas flow. Sudden increase of gas flow rate could be observed once the gas injection pressure approaches the $P_{\text{entry}}$ or the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$. For higher gas injection pressures, the mechanical stress effects on gas migration could not be neglected. The sudden increase of gas flux under high gas injection pressures could be caused by the mechanical induced-dilatancy of channels, capillary pressure induced-continuous flow pathways, as well as the failure of sealing-efficiency. The failure of sealing-efficiency is closely related to the difference between the gas injection pressure and the confining pressure rather than the properties of the material tested. Monitoring the volume of liquid for applying confining pressure is helpful for detecting the failure of sealing efficiency and the mechanism of gas
breakthrough.
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1. Introduction

Problems related to gas migration in saturated materials with low permeability are widely encountered in engineering activities. For gas exploration, it is necessary to find out the gas permeability of geological formations for production planning, efficient exploration and resources management (Olatunji et al., 2015; Ahmadi et al., 2015). In the environmental remediation of contaminated sites using air-sparging technique, it is important to understand the gas flow capacity of the geo-materials in order to assess the remediation significance of the contaminated site (Chen et al., 2012). In CCS (CO$_2$ capture and storage) projects, understanding the permeability of supercritical CO$_2$ in porous rocks is of great significance in predicting the migration and evaluating the long-term stability of injected CO$_2$ (Javaheri et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2015). During the long-term operation of a deep geological repository for disposal of high-level nuclear waste, a great deal of gas will be produced by anaerobic corrosion of metals, radiolysis of water and microbial degradation of organic materials. Profound understanding of the mechanism of gas migration in buffer/backfill materials with ultra-low permeability is obligatory for safety assessment of the deep geological repository (Xu et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015). Therefore, the determination of gas permeability of geo-materials, especially for those with low or ultra-low permeability, is of great theoretical and practical importance.

In this regards, the conventional two-phase flow (visco-capillary flow) theory, which regards the capillary pressure as the only controlling factor in gas migration processes, was commonly
adopted to describe the gas flow in geo-materials (Burdine, 1953; Brooks and Corey, 1964; Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten, 1980; Parker et al., 1987; Luckner et al., 1989; Adams et al., 1999; Ho et al., 2006; Kamiya et al., 2006). As described by the conventional two-phase flow theory, gas will entry the porous medium and directly displace the pore-water driven by the capillary pressure, which is defined as the difference between the gas-pressure and the liquid-pressure, leading to the de-saturation of the materials.

However, for materials with low permeabilities, the conventional two-phase flow theory could not properly describe the gas migration processes (Horseman et al., 1999; Marschall et al., 2005; Alonso et al., 2006). In low permeability materials, for low gas injection pressure, almost no gas outflow can be detected due to the significant boundary layer effects and the interfacial tension, while as the gas injection pressure increases to a relatively high (critical) value, a sudden increase of gas outflow might be recorded, which was widely termed as the gas breakthrough (Gallé, 2000; Wang, 2006; Popp et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2012; Song et al., 2015). This phenomenon could be explained using the gas entry pressure, $P_{\text{entry}}$, as shown in the water retention curve (Fig. 1) based on the conventional two-phase flow theory. For low gas injection pressure, the drainage of pore-water cannot happen due to the flow resisting force originated from the bound water film and the capillary effects. Consequently, almost no gas migration in the materials can be observed. However, when the gas injection pressure increased to a value about the gas entry pressure, a sudden gas flow could be detected due to the formation of continuous flow pathway in the materials (Wang, 2006; Hildenbrand et al., 2002). Clearly, all these explanations were based on the conventional two-phase flow theory, which regarded that the gas flow was only controlled by the capillary pressure.
In fact, except for the capillary pressure, the mechanical stress (i.e. the confining pressure, the pore fluid pressure) could be another important influencing factor to the gas flow in low permeability materials, especially, in an ultra-low permeability medium (<$10^{-20}$m²) (Zhao, 2002; Marshall et al., 2005; Senger et al., 2008). This may be because that the extremely high threshold of capillary pressure for gas migration makes the conventional two-phase flow with drainage of pore-water is almost impossible, the significant gas flow only occurs in the dilatant pathways formed by the mechanical-stress (Popp et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2009 and Navarro, 2009). The critical pressure corresponding to the sudden increase of gas flow could be defined as the gas induced-dilatancy pressure, $P_{dilatancy}$. In this regard, lots of contributions have been made for investigation of influences of the mechanical stress on gas migration (Horseman et al., 1999; Marshall et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2009; Vardon et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2014). However, for almost all of these works, influence of the mechanical stress on gas migration was indirectly deduced from the measured variation of gas flow rate. In this way, it is difficult to distinguish the sudden increase of gas flow (gas breakthrough) is induced by the capillary pressure or the mechanical effects when the gas injection pressure approaches the value of $P_{entry}$ or $P_{dilatancy}$. Horseman et al. (1999) once proposed that, for elaborately investigation of the mechanical effects on gas migration
processes, the analysis of volumetric behavior during gas migration was necessary.

At the same time, statistical results shown that for gas migration in ultra-low permeability materials, the gas breakthrough was only caused by the mechanical induced-dilatancy of flow pathways when the ratio of the gas injection pressure to the confining pressure was located in 0.7-1.1 (Horseman et al., 1999; Popp et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2009; Navarro, 2009). However, it should be noticed that, besides the possible dilatancy of the flow pathways, the failure of the sealing efficiency under such high gas injection pressure could also lead to significant gas outflow. Therefore, it is necessary to determine that the significantly increased gas flow rate of geo-materials with low permeability was caused by the dilatancy of the flow pathways or the failure of the sealing efficiency.

In this article, a series of step-by-step gas injection tests under constant confining pressures were conducted. The gas outflow rate and the liquid volume for applying the confining pressure in the specimen cell were carefully monitored during the whole tests. The volumetric variations of the specimen were calculated and the influences of the mechanical stress on gas migration processes were analyzed.

2. Experimental investigation

2.1 Test apparatus

The experimental setup for gas migration test is shown in Fig. 2. It is composed of six parts: a specimen cell for application of an isotropic confining pressure; two injection units (water injection unit and gas injection unit) for inlet/outlet of de-ionized water and high-purity Helium gas respectively; a volume/pressure controller for controlling the confining pressure and measuring the volumetric variation of liquid for applying confining pressure; a heating unit for
temperature control, a measurement system including a gas pressure transducers and three gas mass flowmeters (0.01-5 ml/min, 1-100 ml/min and 10-1000 ml/min at STP) for monitoring and recording the gas injection pressure and the gas outflow rate etc.

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus for gas migration test

2.2 Materials and specimen preparation

Soft clay tested in this work was obtained from Pudong district of Shanghai, China. Some
basic physical properties and the cumulative particle size distribution curve of the soft clay are summarized in Tab. 1 and Fig. 3.

Table 1 Basic physical properties of soft clay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural water content(%)</th>
<th>Specific gravity</th>
<th>Density(g/cm³)</th>
<th>Void ratio</th>
<th>Liquid limit (%)</th>
<th>Plastic limit (%)</th>
<th>Plasticity index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42.35</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.797</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For specimen preparation, after oven-dried at 60°C for 72h, the intact specimen was ground into powder and sized through a 0.5 mm sieve. Then, the powder was statically compacted into target cylindrical specimens with a dimension of 10 mm in height, 50 mm in diameter and a designed dry density of 1.70 Mg/m³.

2. 3 Test procedures

For investigation of the hydro-mechanical coupling effects on gas migration behavior, three step-by-step gas injection tests were conducted on the compacted specimens under confining pressures of 800kPa, 1100kPa and 1400kPa. Each test was fulfilled with the following stages.

1) Saturation and stress equilibrium

The apparatus used in this stage is shown in Fig. 2(b). After pushed out from the compaction...
mould, the compacted specimen was sandwiched with two sintered stainless steel porous discs. Then, the sandwiched specimen was inserted into a Teflon heat-shrink tube and installed in the specimen cell. A target confining pressure was applied and kept constant during the whole test. After about 30 mins’ stress equilibrium, water injection unit was connected and de-ionized water was injected (40kPa) from the upper end of the specimen (Fig. 2(b)). The water outflow and the volumetric variation of liquid in the specimen cell were monitored. This stage lasted for 7 to 10 days until the stable of the water outflow and the volumetric variation were reached.

2) Gas injection test

After the stage of saturation and stress equilibrium, connection of water injection unit was replaced by the gas injection unit (Fig. 2(c)). Then, high-purity Helium gas was initially injected with a gas pressure of 40kPa. The gas outflow rate and the volumetric variation of liquid in the specimen cell were monitored simultaneously. When the gas outflow rate and the liquid volumetric variation became steady, the gas injection pressure was increased by 50-100kPa. This procedure was repeated until the ‘gas breakthrough’ was observed.

New specimen was installed and the two steps mentioned above were repeated with the next confining pressure until all the three tests were conducted.

All the tests were conducted in an ambient temperature of 20±0.1°C.

3. Test results and analysis

3.1 Influence of mechanical stress on evolutions of gas flow rate

The gas injection pressure applied and the corresponding gas outflow rates measured with time under different confining pressures were presented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 Evolutions of gas flow rate with time under different confining pressures

Fig. 4(a) clearly shows that the evolution curve of gas migration with time can be divided into three distinctive stages.

In stage I, there was no significant gas flux from the specimen can be observed for the gas injection pressure lower than 200-300kPa, which almost equals to the gas entry pressure ($P_{entry}$) of the soil tested (Ye et al., 2008). This phenomenon could be explained using the conventional two-phase flow theory (Wang, 2006; Yu et al., 2012 and Song et al., 2015). Under relatively lower gas injection pressures, gas only exists in trapped and separated bubbles due to the significant boundary layer effects and the capillary effects in dense materials. Consequently, it is impossible to form continuous flow pathways and significant gas flux could not happen in this stage. However, based on test results on ultra-low permeability materials, Alkan et al. (2008) and Liu et
al. (2014) found that, although the continuous flow pathways were not formed due to the gas injection pressure lower than the $P_{\text{entry}}$, the intermittent and discontinuous flow was also observed, which may imply the mechanical stress influence on the gas flow.

Fig. 5 Evolutions of gas flow rate with time for low gas injection pressures (<100kPa)

In this work, measured evolutions of gas flow rate with time in low gas injection pressures (below the $P_{\text{entry}}$) were presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 indicated that, although the gas injection pressure kept constant at low values, obvious fluctuations of gas flow rates were still recorded. These fluctuations could be induced by the intermittent opening and closing of pathways (Alkan et al. 2008; Harrington et al. 2012 and Liu et al. 2014). With the physical model shown in Fig. 6, it was suggested that, due to the low permeability of the material, the fluid pressure in the flow pathways (denoted as $p$ in Fig. 6) will increase with the increase of the gas injection pressure. Once the fluid pressure in the flow pathways reached a threshold pressure ($p_t$), the flow pathways dilated with an increase of the flow pathways aperture ($a$), followed by a gas propagation, as well as the significant gas flux ($q$). After this, a relaxation period occurred, in which the fluid pressure and the gas flux dropped off, the pathway closed, and then the fluid pressure will be accumulated again. In this way, the flow pathways open and close episodically, resulted in fluctuation of gas flux during the gas migration process. Obviously, this stress-induced fluctuation could not be

Fig. 6 The changes of pressure ($p$), flow rate ($q$) and pathway aperture ($a$) during the intermittent flow process (Alkan et al., 2008)

The second stage (II) of the gas flow rate curve presented in Fig. 4(a) indicated that, unlike that in the first stage, a steady-increasing gas flow rate could be observed once the gas injection pressure surpassed the $P_{\text{entry}}$ of the soil tested. This phenomenon may imply that the conventional two-phase flow (capillary pressure controlled flow) was become more remarkable than that in the first stage. However, the mechanical stress could still influence the gas flow. With the increase of gas injection pressure, more stable and widen pathways were formed (Liu et al., 2014). Therefore, the gas flow rate increased stably with the driving forces of the capillary pressure and the mechanical stress simultaneously.

In the stage III in Fig. 4(a), an ever-increasing gas flow rate was observed as the gas injection pressure approached the confining pressure. Similar phenomena were also reported by other researchers as shown in Fig. 7, which was commonly recognized that it was resulted from a sudden dilatancy of the flow pathways under the high gas injection pressures (Horseman et al., 1999; Senger et al., 2008; Navarro, 2009 and Yu et al., 2009). However, with consideration of the test results during stage III in Fig. 4, it could be possible that the ever-increased gas flow rate was not only caused by the dilatancy of flow pathways but also caused by the failure of the sealing
efficiency of the flexible boundary.

Fig. 7 Gas migration tests results in ultra-permeability materials

3.2 Influence of mechanical stress on volumetric deformation of the specimen

Measured volumetric variations of liquid in the specimen cell with gas injection pressure under different confining pressures were presented in Fig. 8.

(a) Confining pressure 800kPa
Fig. 8 Evolutions of volumetric variation of liquid in the specimen cell with time under different confining pressures

Fig. 8 shows that, as the gas injection pressure increases, the volumetric variation of liquid in the specimen cell slightly decreases, indicating a slight increase of specimen volume. Then, it turns to an accelerated abruptly increase, which indicates the liquid flow into the specimen cell significantly. In the meantime, amplitude of the measured volumetric variation of the confining liquid increases as the gas injection pressure increases. However, this phenomenon of fluctuation is faded with the increase of the confining pressure.

Similar to that of the gas flow rate curve shown in Fig. 4, the evolution curve of volumetric variation with gas injection pressure also can be divided into three stages (Fig. 8a).

In stage I (Fig. 8a), slight fluctuation of volumetric curve can be observed, which indicates the slight fluctuation of the volumetric deformation of the specimen. This observation may directly confirm that the fluctuations of gas flow rate (Fig. 5) were resulted from the periodically
opening and closing of the pathways induced by the balance between the gas injection pressure and the confining pressure.

During stage II, the measured volumetric variation stepwisely declined with increase of the gas injection pressure. Correspondingly, the volumetric deformation of the specimen increased with the increase of the gas injection pressure. This phenomenon may indicate that, with the increase of gas injection pressure, the size of flow pathways increases. With consideration of the variations of gas flow rates in Fig. 4, it can be concluded that gas flow in this stage was controlled both by the capillary pressure and the mechanical stress. This conclusion was confirmed by the test results of a Shanghai clay conducted by Wang (2006). Significant deviation can be observed between the calculated gas flow rate using the only conventional two-phase flow theory and the measured ones obtained by Wang (2006) in Fig. 9. Therefore, the mechanical stress effects could not be ignored for estimation of gas flow behaviors in this stage.

![Fig. 9 Gas flow rates of specimens obtained under different vertical stresses](image)

In stage III, the measured volumetric variation of the liquid in the specimen cell increased sharply with the increase of gas injection pressure (Fig. 8). This may indicates that the sudden “increase” of the measured volume of water into the specimen cell was caused by the failure of the sealing efficiency of the flexible boundary, which results in water flowing through the interface
between the specimen and the Teflon heat-shrink tube. This conclusion indicates that the measured volumetric variation of the liquid in the specimen cell in this stage could not reflect the volumetric variation of the specimen.

3.3. Determination of gas induced-dilatancy pressure $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$

Relationship between the effective stress (the difference between the confining pressure $P_c$ and the gas injection pressure $P_g$) and the volumetric deformation of the specimen (deduced from the measured volumetric variation of the liquid in the specimen cell) at different confining pressures were fitted and plotted in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 10 Relationship between the effective stresses and the volumetric deformations of the specimens](image)

Fig. 10 indicates that there is an exponential relationship between the volumetric deformation and the effective stress measured at different confining pressures. The volumetric deformation can be fitted,

$$\Delta V = 67.98 \cdot \exp(-(P_c - P_g)/0.354) - 0.598 \quad R^2 = 0.904$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, $\Delta V$ is the volumetric deformation of the specimen; $P_c$ is the confining pressure; $P_g$ is the gas injection pressure.

In Fig. 10, the intersection point of two tangent lines of the fitted curve could be defined as
the “gas induced-dilatancy” of the material tested. The gas pressure corresponding to the threshold point was termed as gas induced-dilatancy pressure, $P_{dilatancy}$. When the gas injection pressure was applied higher than this threshold, gas migration may be mainly governed by mechanical stress, while for the gas injection pressure was lower than that value, the mechanical stress was not significant and gas flow may be mainly controlled by the capillary pressure.

4. Discussion

4.1 Mechanism of gas migration

According to the analyses in previous sections, gas migration processes in saturated low permeability materials were governed by both the capillary pressure and the mechanical stress.

The capillary pressure effects can be described by the conventional two-phase flow theory. The increase of the capillary pressure will overcome the flow resistance originated from the boundary effects and the interfacial tension, which results in the drainage of the pore-water. When the capillary pressure approaches the gas entry pressure ($P_{entry}$) of the materials, formation of the continuous gas flow pathways will results in significantly increasing of gas outflow. The gas entry pressure is closely related to the material properties, especially the size and shape of the flow pathways.

The increase of the gas injection pressure will lead to the intermittent open and close of pathways, follows by increases of pore-volumes and the final dilatancy of flow channels in the specimen. According to Fig. 10, the mechanical stress effects on the gas migration process was limited for low gas pressures, while when the gas injection pressure increases to the gas induced-dilatancy pressure ($P_{dilatancy}$), the stress state effects may become significant and results in a remarked gas flux.
Therefore, $P_{\text{entry}}$ and $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ are two important parameters for description of the capillary pressure and mechanical stress effects on gas flow. The relationship between the $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ depended on the material properties and stress state simultaneously.

Based on the test results in this work and the definition of $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ given in Fig. 10, the gas entry pressure and gas induced-dilatancy pressure were listed in Table. 2.

Table. 2 The critical pressures presented in gas injection tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confining pressure $P_c$ (kPa)</th>
<th>Gas entry pressure $P_{\text{entry}}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>Critical effective stress* (kPa)</th>
<th>Gas induced-dilatancy pressure $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{dilatancy}}/P_{\text{entry}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>1.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>2.661</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The critical effective stress was defined as the effective stress corresponding to the gas induced-dilatancy indicated in Fig. 10.

In Tab. 2, the ratio of $P_{\text{dilatancy}}/P_{\text{entry}}$ decreased with decrease of the confining pressure. This phenomenon indicated that for a lower confining pressure, the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ could be equal to or lower than the $P_{\text{entry}}$. For example, for specimen tested at a confining pressure of 800kPa, the gas induced-dilatancy pressure (225kPa) was lower than its gas entry pressure (231kPa). The relationship between the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ and the $P_{\text{entry}}$ will depend on the material properties and the stress states. Therefore, for materials with relatively higher permeability, the gas entry pressure was relatively low. For a sufficient confining pressure, the $P_{\text{entry}}$ is generally lower than $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$. 
and the gas flow curve could be divided into three stages.

For extremely dense material with relatively lower confining pressures, the value of $P_{dilatancy}$ may be much smaller than that of $P_{entry}$ and the gas flow will be only governed by the mechanical stress (Horseman et al., 1999; Ye et al., 2014). In this case, the stage between the $P_{entry}$ and the $P_{dilatancy}$ will disappear and only two stages of gas flow can be identified (Fig. 7b).

### 4.2 Gas breakthrough

The gas induced-dilatancy pressure ($P_{dilatancy}$) had been widely investigated and its value was determined through the measured variation of gas flow rate (Horseman et al., 1999; Yu et al., 2009). Common recognition reached that the value of $P_{dilatancy}$ was closely related to that of the confining pressures ($P_c$) (Tab. 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confining pressure $P_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Gas induced-dilatancy pressure $P_{dilatancy}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$P_{dilatancy}/P_c$</th>
<th>Soil</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>MX80-high swelling</td>
<td>Horseman et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>MX80-high swelling</td>
<td>Horseman et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18.02</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>MX80-high swelling</td>
<td>Horseman et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>18.92</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>MX80-high swelling</td>
<td>Horseman et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Tab. 3, the ratio of the gas induced-dilatancy pressure to the confining pressure for different soils tested is mainly located in 0.7-1.1. Therefore, common conclusions can be reached that gas induced-dilatancy occurred when the gas injection pressure approached or surpassed the confining pressure (Horseman et al. 1999; Popp et al. 2007). In this regard, the ratio of the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ to the $P_c$ was widely adopted for establishing theoretical models for simulation of gas migration in low permeability materials (Eqs. (2) and (3)). Regarded that $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ equals to 0.76 $P_c$, Navarro (2009) once proposed,

$$k_{\text{dilatancy}}(P_g) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } P_g \leq P_{\text{dilatancy}} \\ \left(\frac{P_c - P_{\text{dilatancy}}}{\Delta P}\right)^n \Delta k_{\text{dilatancy}} & \text{for } P_g > P_{\text{dilatancy}} \end{cases}$$

$$k_{\text{int}} = f(P_g)k_{\text{int}}^{\text{init}} = \begin{cases} (1 + a_2 P_g)k_{\text{int}}^{\text{init}} & \text{for } P_g \leq P_{\text{dilatancy}} \\ (a_1 (P_g - P_{\text{dilatancy}}) + 1 + a_3 P_{\text{dilatancy}})k_{\text{int}}^{\text{init}} & \text{for } P_g > P_{\text{dilatancy}} \end{cases}$$

Where, $k_{\text{dilatancy}}$ is the gas pressure-dependent permeability; $\Delta P$ is the pressure interval over which gas permeability changes by $\Delta k_{\text{dilatancy}}$, $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ is the critical value denoted as the gas induced-dilatancy pressure, $k_{\text{int}}$ and $k_{\text{int}}^{\text{init}}$ are the intrinsic permeability and initial intrinsic permeability respectively; $a_1$, $a_2$ and $a_3$ are parameters to be fitted.
However, it should be noted that the determination of the gas induced-dilatancy in an indirect way through the sudden increase of gas flow rates is open to discussion. Based on the measured relationship between the gas flow rate and the injection pressure in the low-permeability materials of Opalinus Clay and MX80-bentonite, Popp et al. (2007) and Horseman et al. (1999) concluded that the sudden increase of gas flux was caused by the mechanical induced-dilatancy of channels rather than the capillary pressure evoked-formation of continuous pathway due to the extremely high gas entry pressure of the materials tested. However, as another reason, the failure of sealing efficiency could not be neglected, especially when the ratio of injection pressure to the confining pressure reached 0.7~1.1. For the measured evolution of gas flow rate of Shanghai soft clay with relatively lower gas-entry pressure in Fig. 4, sudden increase of gas flux could be caused by the mechanical induced-dilatancy, as well as the capillary pressure induced-continuous flow pathways. However, the possibility of the failure of sealing efficiency under a high ratio of the gas injection pressure to the confining pressure around 0.7 can be confirmed based on analysis of the measured volumetric variation of liquid used for applying confining pressure in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, the sudden “increase” of the measured volume of liquid in the specimen cell indicated that water flow through the interface between the specimen and the Teflon heat-shrink tube.

Therefore, the sudden increase of gas flux under high gas pressure could be caused by the mechanical induced-dilatancy of channels, capillary pressure induced-continuous flow pathways, as well as the failure of sealing-efficiency. The failure of sealing-efficiency was closely related to the difference between the gas injection and the confining pressures rather than the properties of the material tested. Monitoring the volume of liquid for applying confining pressure can help for detection the failure of sealing efficiency and investigation the mechanism of gas breakthrough.
5. Conclusions

In this study, stepwise gas injection tests were conducted on remolded Shanghai clay under different confining pressures. The gas flow rates and the volume of liquid for applying the confining pressure were simultaneously monitored. Results were analyzed and some conclusions were obtained.

The capillary pressure and the mechanical stress both played important roles during the gas migration process. The capillary pressure effects can be described by the conventional two-phase flow theory, while the mechanical stress influences can be described by an exponential relationship between the volumetric deformation of the specimen and the effective stress. The parameters $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ could be employed for description of the capillary pressure and the mechanical stress effects, respectively.

The relationship between the $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$ depended on the material properties and the stress states. Based on this, gas migration process could be divided into two- or three- stages according to the relationship between the $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$. For the gas injection pressure lower than the $P_{\text{entry}}$ and the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$, an intermittent gas flow rate could be observed due to the balance between the gas injection pressure and the confining pressure. Significant gas flow rate could be observed once the gas pressure reaches the $P_{\text{entry}}$ or the $P_{\text{dilatancy}}$. For higher gas injection pressures, the mechanical stress effects on gas migration could not be neglected.

Sudden increase of gas flux under high gas injection pressures (gas breakthrough) could be caused by the mechanical induced-dilatancy of channels, capillary pressure induced-continuous flow pathways, as well as the failure of sealing-efficiency. The failure of sealing-efficiency is closely related to the difference between the gas injection pressure and the confining pressure.
rather than the properties of the material tested. For determination of the failure of sealing-efficiency and the mechanism of gas breakthrough, monitoring the volumetric variation of the liquid for applying the confining pressure, could be adopted.
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